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NK cells switch from granzyme B to death
receptor–mediated cytotoxicity during serial killing
Isabel Prager1*, Clarissa Liesche2*, Hanna van Ooijen3*, Doris Urlaub1, Quentin Verron3, Niklas Sandström3, Frank Fasbender1, Maren Claus1,
Roland Eils2, Joël Beaudouin2, Björn Önfelt3,4, and Carsten Watzl1

NK cells eliminate virus-infected and tumor cells by releasing cytotoxic granules containing granzyme B (GrzB) or by engaging
death receptors that initiate caspase cascades. The orchestrated interplay between both cell death pathways remains poorly
defined. Here we simultaneously measure the activities of GrzB and caspase-8 in tumor cells upon contact with human NK
cells. We observed that NK cells switch from inducing a fast GrzB-mediated cell death in their first killing events to a slow
death receptor–mediated killing during subsequent tumor cell encounters. Target cell contact reduced intracellular GrzB and
perforin and increased surface-CD95L in NK cells over time, showing how the switch in cytotoxicity pathways is controlled.
Without perforin, NK cells were unable to perform GrzB-mediated serial killing and only killed once via death receptors. In
contrast, the absence of CD95 on tumor targets did not impair GrzB-mediated serial killing. This demonstrates that GrzB and
death receptor–mediated cytotoxicity are differentially regulated during NK cell serial killing.

Introduction
Cellular cytotoxicity is an important effector mechanism of the
immune system (Golstein and Griffiths, 2018; Prager and Watzl,
2019). The ability to directly kill other cells is essential for the
removal of infected or transformed cells and is therefore a
central tool in the immune system’s fight against viral infections
and cancer. The most effective mediators of cellular cytotoxicity
are CD8+ CTLs and natural killer (NK) cells (Zhang and Bevan,
2011; Cerwenka and Lanier, 2016; Halle et al., 2017). It is well
established that the activities of these cytotoxic lymphocytes are
important for the elimination of tumors (Imai et al., 2000;
Guillerey et al., 2016; Malmberg et al., 2017). Notably, modern
approaches for the immunotherapy of cancer rely on enhancing
the function of these cytotoxic effector cells. Checkpoint in-
hibitors such as antibodies against PD-1, PD-L1, or CTLA4 can
enhance CTL (Curran et al., 2010) and NK cell responses
(Chiossone et al., 2017) against tumors and have shown very
promising clinical results (Wolchok et al., 2013). The recently
approved therapy using T cells expressing a chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) T cells (June et al., 2018) or studies using CAR NK
cells (Daher and Rezvani, 2018) represent another promising
example of the successful use of cytotoxic effector cells to
combat cancer. In addition to eliminating tumors or infected
cells, cellular cytotoxicity is also important for the down-

regulation of cellular immune activation, as evident by the
uncontrolled immune activation in patients suffering from he-
mophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (Al-Samkari and Berliner,
2018), which can be caused by defects in the cytotoxic ma-
chinery of CTLs and NK cells.

Cellular cytotoxicity is mediated by the directed release
of preformed cytotoxic granules, which are lysosomal-related
organelles (Stinchcombe and Griffiths, 2007; Krzewski and
Coligan, 2012). The exocytosis of lytic granules is a multi-step
regulated process that is initiated by the contact between the
effector and the target cell (Urlaub et al., 2017), leading to the
formation of an immunological synapse (IS; Davis et al., 1999).
Within the IS, cell surface receptors of the cytotoxic lympho-
cytes can interact with their respective ligands on the target cell.
Engagement of the T cell receptor is essential for CTL activation,
whereas NK cell activity is regulated by a variety of different
activating and inhibitory receptors (Watzl, 2014). The signals
originating at the IS result in a reorganization of the actin
cytoskeleton, a convergence of lytic granules to the microtubule-
organizing center, and a polarization of the microtubule-
organizing center toward the IS (Mace et al., 2014). Finally,
lytic granules fuse with the plasma membrane and release their
content into the IS.
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Lytic granules contain the pore-forming protein perforin and
several proteases called granzymes, of which granzyme B (GrzB)
is the best characterized one (Chowdhury and Lieberman,
2008). Once released into the IS, granzymes are delivered into
the cytosol of the target cell with the help of perforin (Law et al.,
2010), while the membrane of cytotoxic lymphocytes is pro-
tected from this attack (Cohnen et al., 2013). Granzymes can be
quickly delivered into the target cell through perforin pores
directly at the plasma membrane (Lopez et al., 2013). Addi-
tionally, it was suggested that they enter through endocytosis of
the damaged membrane and a perforin-mediated escape of
granzymes from intracellular endosomes (Froelich et al., 1996;
Thiery et al., 2011). Once delivered to the target cell, granzymes
can initiate apoptosis by cleaving several substrates such as Bid,
caspase-3, DNA-PKc, and others (Quan et al., 1996; Andrade
et al., 1998; Barry et al., 2000; Sutton et al., 2000).

Besides the release of perforin and granzymes, CTL and NK
cells can also present CD95L or TNF-related apoptosis-inducing
ligand (TRAIL) on their surface, which activate their respective
death receptors CD95/Fas and TRAIL-R1-R2 on the surface of the
target cell (Rouvier et al., 1993; Kägi et al., 1994; Strasser et al.,
2009). Death receptor activation induces apoptosis starting with
the formation of the so-called death-inducing signaling complex
(Medema et al., 1997), composed of activated death receptors and
recruited FADD adaptor proteins and initiator procaspases-8–10.
Activation of caspase-8 (Casp8) and -10 at the death-inducing
signaling complex initiates a caspase cascade, ultimately leading
to apoptosis (Peter and Krammer, 2003).

The two distinct cytotoxic mechanisms were shown to act on
different time scales, with rapid granule-mediated cell death and
slower CD95-induced apoptosis (Hassin et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014;
Zhu et al., 2016). After apoptosis of the target cell via granule- or
death receptor–mediated apoptosis, the locally attached cyto-
toxic lymphocyte can disengage (Netter et al., 2017) and subse-
quently mediate additional killing events of neighboring target
cells, a process termed serial killing (Zagury et al., 1975; Isaaz
et al., 1995; Bhat and Watzl, 2007; Vanherberghen et al., 2013).

While it is clear that cytotoxic lymphocytes possess two
distinct effector mechanisms to kill target cells, it is unclear if
and how these two mechanisms are coordinated and if they are
regulated during the serial killing activity of CTL and NK cells.
Both cytotoxic mechanisms are based on the activity of pro-
teases, GrzB for granule-mediated cytotoxicity and Casp8 for
death receptor–mediated apoptosis. We recently developed
fluorescent localization reporters tomeasure protease activity in
single living cells (Beaudouin et al., 2013). These reporters are
based on a single fluorescent protein (e.g., monomeric GFP
[mGFP]) that is fused via a cleavable linker to a nuclear export
signal sequence (NES). In its uncleaved form, the reporter is
excluded from the nucleus, while cleavage of the linker via a
specific protease liberates the fluorescent protein, which can
then diffuse into the nucleus. In contrast to other approaches
(Kanno et al., 2007; Packard et al., 2007; Choi and Mitchison,
2013; Li et al., 2014; Vrazo et al., 2015), this reporter allows for
the parallel detection of two different protease activities within
the same target cell uponNK cell–mediated killing (Liesche et al.,
2018).

Here we use live cell imaging of fluorescent localization re-
porters to detect GrzB and Casp8 activities in single target cells
upon their killing by NK cells. We show that the two different
killing mechanisms are regulated during the serial killing ac-
tivity of NK cells. For their first killing events, NK cells almost
exclusively use the granule-mediated pathway, resulting in very
fast and thus efficient killing of target cells. This is paralleled by
a loss of granule content and an increase of surface CD95L, re-
sulting in a switch from granule- to CD95L-mediated cytotox-
icity. Therefore, the last killing event is dominated by the slower
death receptor–mediated apoptosis.

Results
We recently developed fluorescent localization reporters to
measure protease activity in living cells (Beaudouin et al., 2013).
These reporters can be used to measure GrzB activity in living
tumor cells upon killing by NK cells (Liesche et al., 2018). GrzB
can cleave the reporter, resulting in an increase of fluorescent
signal in the nucleus. In previous experiments, we have shown
that the GrzB reporter is not cleaved upon CD95-mediated ap-
optosis of tumor cells and that reporter cleavage can be inhibited
by overexpression of the GrzB inhibitor Serpin B9 (Liesche et al.,
2018) or by using EGTA to block granule-mediated killing of NK
cells (unpublished data). This demonstrates that the GrzB re-
porter is specific and is not influenced by caspase activity.

To distinguish perforin/GrzB-mediated death from death
receptor–mediated target cell killing, we used a reporter for
GrzB and a reporter for Casp8 activity in the same HeLa target
cell (Video 1). We have recently shown that the Casp8 reporter
was specifically activated by death receptor–mediated apoptosis
and that both reporters can independently and specifically de-
tect the activity of GrzB and Casp8 within the same cell (Liesche
et al., 2018). We first used the human NK cell line NK92 as ef-
fector in order to have a defined NK cell population. Surpris-
ingly, we detected differences in how the HeLa target cells were
killed by the NK92 cells (Fig. 1 A). Some target cells showed
strong Casp8 activation, and others had stronger GrzB activity,
whereas some cells had equal activation of both reporters (ex-
amples are shown in Fig. 1 A). To further characterize these
different cleavage behaviors, we manually classified the cells
into these three categories (Fig. 1 A). Cells with stronger GrzB-
reporter activity died earlier within our observation time (at
49 ± 18 min; mean ± SD), while those with equal cleavage died at
60 ± 18 min, and those with stronger Casp8 activity at 111 ±
41 min of the experiment (Fig. 1 B). To more precisely measure
how long it takes for the target cells to die, we determined the
time from NK cell engagement to target cell death. This time
span was shorter for target cells showing strong GrzB activity
(19 ± 9 min) compared with the ones with strong Casp8 activity
(65 ± 31 min; time span, Fig. 1 B), confirming that GrzB kills
target cells faster than death receptors.

The preferential killing of target cells through either GrzB or
through Casp8 may originate from cell-to-cell variation within
the NK cells. Alternatively, NK cells might change their killing
mechanism during the time course of our experiment. We hy-
pothesized that during serial killing, NK cells may first kill
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through GrzB and subsequently through death receptors. To test
this hypothesis, we measured the time point when an NK cell
encountered a target cell by visual analysis of fluorescence im-
ages. Remarkably, while cells showing stronger GrzB activity
were encountered by NK cells at 31 ± 16 min, cells showing
stronger Casp8 activity were encountered later, at 45 ± 20 min
(cell contact, Fig. 1 B). This would be consistent with a serial
killing process of NK cells, killing their first targets predomi-
nantly through GrzB and their consecutive targets through
Casp8 activation.

To further test our hypothesis, we used primary human NK
cells and incubated them with the HeLa target cells expressing
the Casp8 and GrzB reporters at two different effector-to-target
cell ratios (E/T = 1 and E/T = 3). We expected that lowering the
amount of NK cells per target cell would favor serial killing and
therefore increase the number of target cells dying with stron-
ger Casp8 activity. Using NK cells from three healthy donors, we
observed the same heterogeneity in the balance of GrzB and
Casp8 reporter cleavage as with NK92 cells. Similar to our
previous observations (Guldevall et al., 2010; Vanherberghen

et al., 2013), we also observed different morphologies of cell
death: most of the cells showed a clear apoptotic phenotype, with
cell shrinkage and blebbing, others shrank with little or no cell
blebbing, and finally some showed no clear blebbing but a col-
lapse of the cytoplasm (Fig. 2, A and B). Analyzing this apoptotic
phenotype and the reporter cleavage, we found that a clear ap-
optotic phenotype was observed in 75% to 86% of cells with
strong Casp8 activity and in only 48% to 56% of cells with strong
GrzB activity (Fig. 2 B). The nonapoptosis-like phenotype with a
collapse of the cytoplasmwas mostly observed in cells with GrzB
activity equal to or stronger than Casp8 activity.

The balance of GrzB versus Casp8 reporter cleavage corre-
lated again with the timing of cell death events (Fig. 2, C–E):
strong Casp8 reporter cleavage correlated with late cell death
during the experiment (Fig. 2 C), late NK–target cell contact
(Fig. 2 D), and long time to kill after the contact was established
(Fig. 2 E). This effect was particularly visible whenNK cells were
more diluted (E/T = 1). Strikingly, although GrzB activity was
dominant in most cell deaths that occurred at an E/T of 3, the
proportion of target cells with stronger Casp8 activity was

Figure 1. Different killing kinetics of target
cells showing GrzB versus Casp8 activity.
HeLa cells were cotransfected with NES-
RIEADS-mCherry (for GrzB), NES-ELQTD-GFP
(for Casp8), and CD48. Confocal time-lapse mi-
croscopy started immediately after NK92-C1 cell
exposure (E/T = 3). From two independent ex-
periments, 52 cells were classified according to
strength of RIEADS- and ELQTD-cleavage. Three
dying cells showed no (<10%) reporter cleavage
and were excluded. (A) Responses of example
single cells (upper row, real time) or of cell
subpopulations (mean ± SD, time point 0 set to
time of cell death) with more Casp8 than GrzB-
reporter cleavage (left), equal reporter cleavage
(center), or more GrzB- compared with Casp8-
reporter cleavage (right), from one experiment
(time resolution, 4 min). (B) Time of target cell
death (Cell death), time point of NK cell contact
with target cell (Cell contact), and the time span
(from NK cell contact to target cell death) for the
three cell subpopulations of both experiments is
shown. ****, P ≤ 0.0001; *, P ≤ 0.05 (unpaired,
two-tailed t test with Welch’s correction).
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Figure 2. Cell death morphology, GrzB, and Casp8 activity in target cells killed upon co-culture with primary NK cells. Human primary NK cells were
isolated from blood of three healthy donors. For each donor NK cell population, two experiments at different NK cell doses (E/T = 1 and E/T = 3) were
performed. HeLa-CD48 target cells expressing the NES-RIEADS-mCherry (GrzB) and NES-ELQTD-GFP (Casp8) reporters were imaged over time by confocal
microscopy. (A) Images show alive cells (top) and three different cell death morphologies that were visually distinguished (with reporter fluorescence, center;
or transmission light, bottom): an apoptosis-like phenotype with cell blebbing, a non-apoptosis-like phenotype with lack of cell blebbing, and an intermediate
phenotype with cell shrinkage but no or few cell blebbing. Scale bars, 10 µm. (B) Pie charts show the frequency of different cell death morphology for cells
induced with the three donor NK cells (E/T = 1, in total 94 cells; E/T = 3, in total 119 cells). Bar graphs show this distribution as relative frequencies for cells
grouped for the balance of GrzB- and Casp8-reporter cleavage and for E/T ratio (mean ± SEM, n = 3). (C–E) Plots of single cell data of the time of target death
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clearly increased at an E/T of 1, where we also expect more serial
killing activity (Fig. 2 F). These data would support a model
where NK cells change their mode of killing over time, starting
with fast granzyme-mediated killing and changing to slow death
receptor–mediated killing at later stages.

With our standard video microscopy slides, we were unable
to follow individual NK cells over a long period of time, as cells
would enter or leave the field of view. This made it impossible to
investigate serial killing events by single NK cells. To solve this
problem, we used our microchip platform that enables tracking
of individual NK cells (Forslund et al., 2012; Vanherberghen
et al., 2013). Up to 100 target cells and 2–10 NK cells were con-
fined in 350-µm-wide microwells, fitting within one imaging
field of view, and through time-lapse imaging, we could analyze
the killing sequence of all NK cells in individual microwells
(Video 2). Following a single NK cell that killed five targets in a
serial fashion, we observed that the first four killing events were
mediated mostly by GrzB activity, whereas in the last killing
event, Casp8 activity was dominant (Fig. 3 A and Video 3). When
analyzing several hundred killing events of NK cells from three
different healthy donors (Fig. 3 B), we observed that NK cells
made almost no noncytotoxic interactions before their first kill
and that in almost all cases the first killing event showed strong
GrzB activity (Fig. 3 D). Only for the second kill, we observed a
small fraction of target cells with dominant Casp8 activity. This
fraction increased during the subsequent kills and for NK cells
killing six target cells, the last kill was dominated by Casp8 ac-
tivity. Interestingly, after a Casp8-mediated kill, we rarely ob-
served another killing event (Fig. 3 B). This was not due to the
fact that our observation time after the last Casp8-mediated kill
was too short. In fact, we observed multiple noncytotoxic con-
tacts of NK cells after they had eliminated their last target via
Casp8 activity.

The serial killing activity differed between individual NK
cells, with the majority of NK cells killing three or fewer targets
(Fig. 3 B). Therefore, we repeated our analysis and differentiated
between serial killers (killing more than three targets) and NK
cells killing three or fewer targets (Fig. S1, A and B). For the
serial killers, the first three kills were all dominated by GrzB
activity with only a small fraction of targets being killed via
Casp8. In contrast, for NK cells killing three or fewer targets,
already the second kill showed a sizable fraction of targets with
strong Casp8 activity, and the third kill was dominated by Casp8.
These data support our hypothesis that NK cells switch their
killing mechanism from GrzB to Casp8-mediated killing during
their serial killing activity.

We also analyzed the morphology of target cell death as de-
scribed in Fig. 2. Most target cells died with a clear apoptosis-like
phenotype; however, especially in the first killing event, we
observed a sizable fraction of target cells dying nonapoptosis-
like with a collapse of the cytoplasm or a rupture of the plasma
membrane (Fig. 3, C and E). Again, this was associated with GrzB

activity in the target cells. Interestingly, in serial killers (killing
more than three targets), the first kill was dominated by this
nonapoptosis-like phenotype, whereas in NK cells killing three
or fewer targets, the first kill was mostly apoptosis-like (Fig. S1,
C and D). This was despite the fact that the proportion of GrzB-
mediated target cell death was similar for the first target killed
by all NK cells. This suggests that serial killers may release more
GrzB and perforin during the first killing events, causing more
nonapoptotic-like cell death (Vanherberghen et al., 2013).

To exclude that in vitro activation of the NK cells influenced
their use of different killing mechanisms during serial killing,
we repeated the experiments with nonactivated freshly isolated
NK cells from three healthy donors. Consistent with the fact that
these NK cells were less cytotoxic, we observed a maximum of
four targets being killed by individual NK cells during serial
killing (Fig. 3 F). However, similar to the activated NK cells, the
first kill was dominated by GrzB activity, while the last kills
were dominated by Casp8 activity. This demonstrates that the
switch in killing mechanism during serial killing can be found in
resting as well as in activated NK cells. Interestingly, most
killing events of the resting NK cells had a clear apoptosis-like
phenotype, which could be explained by the fact that these cells
have fewer cytotoxic granules compared with activated NK cells
(Fig. 3 G).

Next, we analyzed the timing of each individual cell death
event and defined different steps during the killing process,
starting with the first contact between the NK and the target cell
(Fig. 4 A). As a next step, we wanted to determine the time point
of NK cell commitment, which we defined as the time point
when activating NK cell signaling occurs and the killing process
is initiated. To do so, we measured Ca2+ flux in NK cells after
target cell contact. However, while we saw a clear increase in the
Ca2+ signal within one timeframe (time resolution, 45 s) fol-
lowing target cell contact, the signal stayed high for an extended
period of time. This made it impossible to clearly detect addi-
tional increases in Ca2+ signals after subsequent contacts.
Therefore, we used morphological changes (polarization of the
NK cell body toward the target cell, accompanied by spreading of
the NK cell membrane at the point of attachment) to determine
the time point of NK cell commitment. We observed these
changes within one timeframe (time resolution, 3 min) follow-
ing initial cell contact, which was consistent with the Ca2+ data.
Interestingly, this time frame was similar for GrzB- and Casp8-
mediated kills (Fig. 4 B). In contrast, the time from initial contact
to reporter cleavage was very short for GrzB-mediated kills
(3min), whereas it took on average 37min for Casp8 kills (Fig. 4 C).
Finally, the time span from initial contact to target cell death
was also different for targets dying via Casp8 compared with
cells dying via GrzB activity (Fig. 4 D). Interestingly, this time
span was independent of the killing sequence. Targets that
were killed via Casp8 activity in the first kill already took
longer to die, whereas targets that showed GrzB activity died

(C), the time point of NK cell contact with target cell (D), and the time between NK cell contact and target cell death (E). The median is indicated for pooled data
from three independent experiments using NK cells from three donors. (F) Pie charts show the proportion of reporter cleavage at the two different NK cell
doses for the NK cells of each donor. ****, P ≤ 0.0001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05 (unpaired, two-tailed t test with Welch’s correction).
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Figure 3. NK cells differentially induce GrzB- or
Casp8-mediated target cell death during serial
killing. Serial killing activity of primary human NK
cells was evaluated against HeLa-CD48 cells stably
expressing NES-ELQTD-GFP-T2A-NES-VGPD-mCherry.
(A–G) Three independent experiments using IL-2–
activated NK cells from three donors (A–E) and three
independent experiments using resting, freshly isolated
NK cells from three different donors (F and G) were
conducted. A total of 347 activated and 63 resting NK
cells was tracked over 15–17 h, and each of their killing
events was characterized in terms of GrzB and Casp8
activity as well as morphology of cell death. (A) Ex-
ample of five consecutive killing events by a serial killer
NK cell (NK cell visualized in brightfield, arrowheads,
lower row) with corresponding enzymatic activity (red
and green nuclear signal indicates GrzB and Casp8
activity, respectively). Images have been background-
subtracted and adjusted for brightness and contrast
using ImageJ. See Video 3 for details. Scale bar, 15 µm.
(B and C) Diagrams display the activity of GrzB and
Casp8 (B) and themorphology of target cell death (C) in
single killing events. Each row displays the killing se-
quence of one individual NK cell. Cells for which fluo-
rescent signal could not be reliably measured are
denoted by “unstained.” Some target cells showed
strong Casp8 reporter activity without displaying sig-
nificant morphological signs of cell death during the
observation period (No death). (D–G) Target cell deaths
were categorized according to their respective number
in the corresponding NK cell killing sequence. Histo-
grams show the proportion of target cell deaths dis-
playing activity of GrzB, Casp8, or absence of reporter
cleavage (D and F) and the proportion of target cell
deaths with an apoptosis-like or non-apoptosis-like
phenotype (E and G). Cells showing clear enzymatic
activity following an NK cell interaction, yet surviving
the entire time span of the assay, are denoted by “No
death.” The non-apoptosis-like phenotype is classified
as described in Fig. 2, and the apoptosis-like fraction
also contains cells with the “intermediate” phenotype.
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within ∼20 min even if they were killed as the sixth target
(Fig. 4 E). This demonstrates that the differences in death ki-
netics are due to the killing pathway and not influenced by
serial killing. These kinetics of NK cell–mediated cytotoxicity
are consistent with a recent report that showed rapid in vivo
killing by CAR T cells within ∼25 min (Cazaux et al., 2019).

To analyze why NK cells switch their killing mechanism
during serial killing, we measured the amount of GrzB and
perforin inside the NK cells and the amount of TRAIL and CD95L
on their surface by flow cytometry. Without target cell contact,
all NK cells had intracellular GrzB and perforin, but they were
negative for surface CD95L (Fig. 5). As we used cytokine-
activated primary human NK cells in our experiments, we

detected some TRAIL on the surface of the NK cells even in the
absence of target cell contact. We then incubated the NK cells
with HeLa target cells and repeated the measurement after 1, 2,
3, and 4 h of coincubation. Within 1 h of target cell contact, we
already observed a reduction of intracellular GrzB and perforin
in the NK cells. However, this was confined to NK cells that had
degranulated, as detected by surface CD107a staining (Fig. 5, A
and B). NK cells that did not degranulate also did not lose any
significant amount of GrzB or perforin (Fig. 5, C and D). After 4 h
of target cell coincubation, the degranulating NK cells had lost
most of their GrzB and perforin. CD95L was detectable on the
surface of NK cells within 1 h after target cell coincubation and
further increased during the incubation time. Interestingly, this

Figure 4. Timing of killing events. (A) Each killing event shown in Fig. 3 B was analyzed according to time of first contact, NK cell commitment, reporter
cleavage, and target cell death. (B–E) The time span between NK cell contact and NK cell commitment (B), reporter cleavage (C), and target cell death (D and E)
was plotted for individual killing events. Data were grouped according to the respective number in the corresponding NK cell killing sequence (E) or according
to the reporter activity (B–D). Black lines indicate median values.
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was also confined to CD107a-positive, degranulating NK cells
(Fig. 5). In contrast, surface expression of TRAIL was reduced
after target cell coincubation, which was equally evident on
degranulating and nondegranulating NK cells and potentially a
result of TRAIL cleavage (Mariani and Krammer, 1998).

This suggests a mechanism by which NK cells use granule
(perforin, GrzB)–mediated cytotoxicity for their first target

cell encounters, which reduces the amount of perforin and
GrzB during each degranulation event. At the same time,
target cell contact and degranulation result in the exposure
of surface CD95L. Therefore, in subsequent target cell con-
tacts, both death receptor– and granule-mediated cytotox-
icity may be operational, which would explain our finding
that some target cells show equal GrzB and Casp8 activity.

Figure 5. Changes in granule content and surface CD95L on NK cells during serial killing. Primary human NK cells were incubated at an E/T ratio of 2 with
HeLa-CD48 cells in the presence of an anti-CD107a antibody. After the indicated times, NK cells were harvested and stained for CD45, CD95L, and TRAIL
followed by intracellular staining for perforin and GrzB. Unstained NK cells (control) and stained NK cells incubated for 4 h without target cells (NK cells) were
used as controls. (A and C) Histograms for the staining of CD95L, TRAIL, perforin, and GrzB on CD107a+ (A) and CD107a− (C) NK cells (gated on CD45+). (B and
D) Summary of three independent experiments showing the mean fluorescence staining intensity (MFI) for CD95L or the relative fluorescence staining in-
tensity (RFI, normalized to the NK cell only control) for TRAIL, perforin, and GrzB at the different time points for CD107a+ (B) and CD107a− (D) NK cells. Values
shown are the mean ± SD; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA).
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When the granule content is low and CD95L surface ex-
pression is high, the final killing event would then be pref-
erentially mediated via death receptors, resulting in strong
Casp8 activity.

To further assess the contribution of both killing pathways to
the serial killing activity of NK cells, we used CRISPR/Cas9 to
delete perforin in primary human NK cells (Fig. 6 A). As the
efficiency of the KOwas only ∼30%, we generated NK cell clones
and selected either perforin KO or WT clones from the same
sample (Fig. 6 B). We then tested the killing of HeLa target cells
by these clones by time-lapse imaging using our microchip
platform. As before, we saw serial killing by the WT control
clones, with initial fast GrzB-mediated killings and a switch to a
slower Casp8-mediated death for the final kill (Fig. 6 C). As
expected, the perforin KO NK clones only performed Casp8-
mediated killing. Even though all of the first kills were now
Casp8-mediated, we still observed the slow kinetics from initial
contact to reporter cleavage and target cell death. However, al-
most all of the perforin KO NK cells only performed a single
Casp8-mediated kill, even if they made additional target cell
contacts afterwards (Fig. 6 D). The same phenotype was ob-
served when we depleted perforin by treating the NK cells with
concanamycin A (CMA; Fig. S2). This demonstrates that perforin
is essential for the serial killing activity of NK cells.

To quantify the contribution of CD95 receptor–mediated
killing, we deleted the corresponding gene from HeLa target
cells using the CRISPR/Cas9 method (Fig. S3). When testing
these target cells, we still observed serial killing by NK cells
(Fig. 7 A). As expected, these kills were dominated by GrzB ac-
tivity. Casp8-dependent kills were clearly reduced, but not ab-
sent (Fig. 7 B), possibly due to the fact that the HeLa target cells
also expressed low levels of TRAIL-R2 (Fig. S3). However, in the
absence of CD95, the serial killing activity of NK cells was re-
duced (from an average of 2.53 to 2.05 kills/NK cell), consistent
with the fact that a final CD95-dependent kill was no longer
possible (Fig. 7 C).

Discussion
In contrast to previously developed protease reporters for the
measurement of granzyme or caspase activity that were based
on luciferase (Kanno et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014), fluorophore
quenching (Packard et al., 2007), or Förster resonance energy
transfer imaging (Choi and Mitchison, 2013), the localization
reporters used in this study (Beaudouin et al., 2013; Liesche
et al., 2018) enabled simultaneous and quantitative monitoring
of two protease activities in single target cells and relation of this
activity to NK cell engagement and target cell death. We had
previously shown that the GrzB reporter is specific for granule-
mediated cytotoxicity, as it was not activated during death
receptor–mediated apoptosis, and that the Casp8 reporter was
specific for death receptor signaling, as it was not activated by
purely granule-mediated killing (Liesche et al., 2018). We used
GrzB activity as a readout for granule-mediated cytotoxicity.
However, it is likely that the activities of granzyme A and other
granzymes also contribute to this killing mechanism (Chowdhury
and Lieberman, 2008).

We observed different kinetics for granule- and death
receptor–mediated cytotoxicity. While the time from initial
contact to NK cell commitment was identical for both killing
pathways, the time span from NK cell contact to reporter
cleavage and cell death was much longer for Casp8-mediated
kills, consistent with previous reports (Zhu et al., 2016). The
difference in time to reporter cleavage may be explained by the
fact that death receptor activation involves receptor clustering,
recruitment of the adaptor protein FADD, and the binding of
procaspase-8, which then results in Casp8 processing and acti-
vation. In contrast, granule-mediated killing is initiated by the
direct delivery of an already active GrzB into the cytoplasm of
the target cell. Additionally, even once Casp8 is activated, the
time to cell death takes much longer compared with GrzB-
induced killing. Importantly, these differences in cell death
kinetics were not related to the order in which the cell death
occurred during serial killing. This suggests that the kinetic
differences are inherent to the individual cell death pathway.

Additionally, the morphology of cell death differed between
the two cell death pathways. Casp8 activation was clearly as-
sociated with apoptosis, showing the classical features such as
cell condensation and membrane blebbing. In contrast, GrzB-
mediated cell death was sometimes nonapoptotic-like, with
membrane rupture and necrotic phenotypes. This could be due
to an induction of pyroptosis mediated by activated caspase-3 as
previously reported (Rogers et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). Al-
ternatively, this could be caused by the amount of perforin and
GrzB released by the NK cells (Backes et al., 2018). Although it
was recently shown that the degranulation of as little as two to
four granules is sufficient to cause cell death, it was also re-
ported that NK cells release ∼10% of their total granules in a
single killing event (Gwalani and Orange, 2018). Therefore, the
amount of perforin release could be sufficient to induce non-
apoptotic cell death. Interestingly, serial-killing NK cells were
muchmore likely to cause such a nonapoptotic cell death in their
first killing events compared with NK cells killing only one or
two targets or comparedwith resting NK cells. This suggests that
serial killers may release more granular content per killing
event (Vanherberghen et al., 2013). This could be due to either
more granules being released for each killing event or a higher
granule content in serial killer NK cells, as an increase of dense-
core secretory granules was recently reported to be associated
with better NK cell effector functions (Goodridge et al., 2019).

Our data show that NK cells switch their killing mechanism
during serial killing. In cells that were killed at early stages,
Casp8 activitywas very low, yet not absent. Thus, death receptor
signaling was possibly initiated simultaneously with granzyme
activity (Hassin et al., 2011). However, the fast and efficient
granule-mediated cell death was likely dominant over the slower
death receptor pathway. Only after depletion of the majority of
the granules and increased concentrations of surface CD95L, the
Casp8 pathway becamemore prominent so that the final kill was
dominated by death receptor–mediated apoptosis. Gradual loss
of perforin and GrzB activity may thus be functionally com-
pensated by death receptor signaling to ensure effective cellular
cytotoxicity. Interestingly, even after extensive serial killing,
there was still perforin and GrzB detectable inside the NK cells,
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which is consistent with the finding that NK cells lose ∼10% of
their granules per killing event (Gwalani and Orange, 2018).
Therefore, other factors such as down-regulation or shedding of

activating receptors (Sandusky et al., 2006; Srpan et al., 2018)
and attenuation of signaling events may be additional factors
that limit serial killing. We have previously shown that the loss

Figure 6. Perforin is essential for NK cell serial killing. (A) Intracellular FACS staining of perforin in human NK cells before (control) and after CRISPR/Cas9-
mediated KO. (B) Example for intracellular perforin staining in KO andWT clones. (C) PerforinWT (C) and KO (D) NK cell clones (NK cells from two independent
clones each) were evaluated against HeLa-CD48 cells stably expressing NES-ELQTD-GFP-T2A-NES-VGPD-mCherry. NK cells were tracked over 15–17 h, and
each of their killing events was characterized in terms of GrzB and Casp8 activity as well as the kinetics of reporter cleavage and cell death.
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of perforin and GrzB during serial killing can be restored within
2 d by IL-2 or IL-15 treatment (Bhat and Watzl, 2007). However,
it is unclear if such a replenishment of granules can occur within
a tumor environment. Alternatively, a recent report showed
that switching the activating receptor to stimulate NK cell cy-
totoxicity could restore perforin secretion (Srpan et al., 2018).
Treatments that would favor a replenishment of granules or up-
regulate additional ligands for activating NK cell receptors could
enhance the efficiency of cytotoxic lymphocyte-based therapies.

GrzB and CD95-ligand are localized in distinct vesicular
compartments inside human NK cells and CTLs (Schmidt et al.,
2008, 2011). Interestingly, in our experiments, CD95L surface
expression was confined to CD107a+-degranulating NK cells.
Therefore, while only cells that degranulate their lytic granules
also mobilize CD95L-containing vesicles, the degranulation of
these different vesicles seems to be differentially regulated
(Kassahn et al., 2009) so that death receptor signaling serves as a
back-up mechanism when perforin and GrzB levels are ex-
hausted. In line with this, we saw that the last killing event of
individual NK cells was dominated by Casp8 activity, and we
observed a decrease in serial killing when using CD95KO HeLa
cells. Interestingly, after a Casp8-mediated kill, we rarely ob-
served another killing event by the NK cell. Even when NK cells
were depleted of perforin, leading to the first target being killed
through Casp8 activation, we did not observe additional kills.
This raises the question of why NK cells do not mediate efficient
serial killing using death receptors. While it appears that CD95L
accumulates on the NK cell surface following degranulation, it
may not be possible to concentrate enough CD95L in the contact
area with a new target cell to induce cytotoxicity. Additionally,

surface CD95Lmay be cleaved within the IS bymetalloproteinases
(Mariani et al., 1995), which would reduce its concentration at
the NK cell surface. However, more experiments are needed to
sufficiently explain this interesting finding.

Both NK cells and CTLs can kill several target cells in a serial
manner (Bhat and Watzl, 2007; Choi and Mitchison, 2013;
Vanherberghen et al., 2013), and both cytotoxic lymphocytes can
use granule and death receptor–mediated killing pathways.
While we only investigated NK cell serial killing here, it is
tempting to speculate that a similar switch between cytotoxicity
pathways also happens in CTLs. In addition to peripheral blood
NK cells, several distinct populations of NK cells have been de-
scribed in tissues (Björkström et al., 2016). Liver NK cells, for
example, seem to use more TRAIL-mediated cytotoxicity and
possess larger amounts of granzyme K (Moroso et al., 2010).
We recently described reporters for the different granzymes
(Liesche et al., 2018), and it will be interesting to compare the
cytotoxicity pathways of different NK cell populations. Also, the
tumor target cell will likely influence the cytotoxicity pathways.
We used HeLa cells expressing CD48, the ligand for the acti-
vating receptor 2B4. However, we obtained similar results using
HeLa cells without CD48 and using MDA-MB-468 breast carci-
noma cells (Liesche et al., 2018). As these tumor cell lines ex-
press different ligands for activating NK cell receptors, it
suggests that our findings are not restricted to one specific NK
cell activation pathway. Indeed, all activating NK cell receptors
can induce NK cell degranulation. However, while practically all
tumor cells are sensitive to granule-mediated killing, death
receptor–mediated apoptosis requires the presence of CD95/Fas
or TRAIL-R1/2 on the surface of the tumor cells. Therefore, the

Figure 7. Serial killing of CD95KO targets. Serial killing activity of primary human NK cells was evaluated against CD95KO HeLa-CD48-NES-ELQTD-GFP-
T2A-NES-VGPD-mCherry targets. Three independent experiments using IL-2–activated NK cells from three donors were conducted. A total of 60 NK cells were
tracked over 15–17 h, and each of their killing events was characterized in terms of GrzB and Casp8 activity. (A) Diagram displaying the activity of GrzB and
Casp8 in single killing events. Each row shows the killing sequence of one individual NK cell. (B) Relative distribution of reporter activity of all killing events for
control and CD95KO HeLa targets. (C) Relative distribution of NK cells killing one to six different control or CD95KO HeLa targets.
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switch from granule- to death receptor–mediated cytotoxicity
will not result in additional killings of death receptor–negative
tumors, as seen with the CD95KO targets. In contrast, it could
even induce fratricide of neighboring NK or CTLs (Li et al.,
2002).

We believe that our insights into the killing mechanism
and death kinetics of tumor cells by human NK cells are
valuable for the design of cancer immunotherapies, where
cytotoxic lymphocytes hold a great potential as tumor-targeting
effectors.

Materials and methods
Cell culture, cell lines, and cytokines
Unless stated otherwise, all media and supplements were from
Gibco/Thermo Fisher Scientific. Human NK cells were isolated
from peripheral blood mononuclear cells using the Dynabeads
Untouched Human NK Cell kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. NK cells were be-
tween 90 and 99% CD3−, CD56+, and NKp46+ as assessed by flow
cytometry. NK cells were expanded in 96-well round-bottom
plates (Nunc) with irradiated K562-mbIL15-41BBL feeder cells
(gift from Dario Campana; St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital,
Memphis, TN) in IMDM Glutamax supplemented with 10% FCS
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, IL-2 (100 U/ml; National In-
stitutes of Health Cytokine Repository), and IL-15 (5 ng/ml;
PAN-Biotech) at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. IL-21
(100 ng/ml; Miltenyi Biotec) was added on the first day. For
microwell microscopy, human NK cells were isolated from pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells using the NK Xell Isolation
Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. NK cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 cell culture
media (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% human serum
(blood bank, Karolinska Hospital), 1% penicillin/streptomycin,
2 mM L-glutamine, 1× nonessential amino acids, and 1 mM so-
dium pyruvate (all from Sigma-Aldrich). Resting NK cells were
cultured overnight, and IL-2–activated NK cells were supple-
mented with 100 U/ml of IL-2 (Peprotech) and used within 6–9 d
of culture. All blood donors were healthy and gave their in-
formed consent.

To create NK cell clones, we cultured single NK cells with
50,000 irradiated K562-mbIL15-41BBL feeder cells and IL-2 (100
U/ml) in 96-well U-bottom plates. After 1 wk, the cells were
restimulated with 50,000 irradiated K562-mbIL15-41BBL feeder
cells, and wells with expanded NK cell clones were analyzed by
flow cytometry after 14 d.

HeLa cells were stably transfected with CD48 and/or the
NES-ELQTD-mGFP-T2A-NES-VGPD-mCherry reporter. Trans-
fected cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% FCS and
1% penicillin/streptomycin supplemented with 0.5 µg/ml pu-
romycin and 1 mg/ml G418 at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 in-
cubator. Alternatively, HeLa cells were transiently transfected
withNES-RIEADS-mCherry, NES-ELQTD-mGFP, and CD48 plasmids
using jetPRIME transfection reagent (Polyplus-transfection).
HeLa cells showed homogenous expression of Bcl-2, BID,
Serpin B9, and XIAP, excluding heterogeneity in their cell
death resistance.

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated KOs
TrueCut Cas9 Protein v2 (120 pmol) was mixed with two
TrueGuide synthetic guide RNAs (150 pmol each; perforin:
59-ATCCGCAACGACTGGAAGGT-39 and 59-CTGTGAAAATGC
CCTACAGG-39, CD95: 59-GATCCAGATCTAACTTGGGG-39 and
59-TGCACTTGGTATTCTGGGTC-39) and delivered into primary
human NK or HeLa cells via nucleofection (4D-Nucleofector;
Lonza). After 7 d, the cells were analyzed by flow cytometry
(anti-perforin clone dG9, BioLegend; anti-CD95 clone CX2, BD
Biosciences) and either FACS-sorted (HeLa-CD95KO) or cloned
(perforin KO NK cells) to obtain KO cells.

Flow cytometry
The frequency of death ligand–expressing and degranulating NK
cells was examined by multi-parameter extracellular and in-
tracellular staining. NK and HeLa-CD48 target cells were incu-
bated at an E/T ratio of 2 for different time periods (1–4 h) in the
presence of a PE/Cy5-conjugated anti-CD107a antibody (clone
H4A3; BD Biosciences). NK cells were separated from adherent
target cells by collecting the supernatant and washing the wells
with PBS. NK cells were stained with Alexa Fluor 700–
conjugated anti-CD45 antibody (clone HI30; BD Biosciences) and
biotinylated anti-CD95L (clone NOK-1; BD Biosciences followed
by streptavidin-PE) or PE-conjugated anti-TRAIL (clone RIK-2;
BioLegend). For intracellular staining, NK cells were fixed with
2% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with Permeabilizing
Solution 2 (BD Bioscience) and stained with FITC-conjugated
anti-perforin antibody (clone dG9; BioLegend) and anti-GrzB
antibody conjugated to Pacific Blue (clone GB11; BioLegend).
TRAIL-receptor 1/2 were stained on HeLa cells using PE conju-
gated TRAIL-R1/R2 (clone HS101/HS201; AdipoGen) antibodies.
Cells were measured on a BD LSRFortessa flow cytometer, and
data were analyzed using FlowJo software (FlowJo).

Western blotting
NK cells were treated with 50 nMCMA or DMSO for three hours
at 37°C. Cells were lysed as previously described (Fasbender
et al., 2017) and analyzed by Western blotting using the fol-
lowing antibodies: anti-human perforin (Pf-344; MabTech),
β-actin (4967; Cell Signaling), and anti-CD107a (H4A3; BD
Biosciences).

Microscopy
Time-lapse microscopy was performed with the TCS SP5 con-
focal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems CMS)
equipped with a 63×/1.4 OIL, HCX PL APO CS objective. Fluo-
rescence of GFP and mCherry was acquired in line sequential
mode. For mCherry, we used the helium–neon laser (561 nm),
detection range 600–660 nm. For GFP, we used the argon laser
(488 nm), detection range 500–560 nm. Alternatively, we used
an EVOS FL Auto Imaging System (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
equipped with a 60×/1.42 OIL, Plan Apochromat objective and a
on stage incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, and humidity >80%) and
different EVOS LED light cubes (GFP, RFP, transmission). Cells
were imaged in 8-well ibidi chambers (ibidi). The time-
resolution was ∼2–4 min depending on the number of imaged
fields and microscopy settings.
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For imaging of serial killing events, HeLa-CD48 cells that
stably express NES-ELQTD-GFP-T2A-NES-VGPD-mCherry were
seeded onto a silicon-glass microchip containing 100 350-µm-
wide wells (Frisk et al., 2011). HeLa cells were left to adhere to
the microchip glass bottom overnight. The following day, NK
cells were added to the microchip, resulting in a stochastic dis-
tribution of ∼2–10 NK cells and 40–100 target cells per micro-
well. Time-lapse live-cell microscopy was immediately started
using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 7 microscope equipped with a
20×/0.8 Plan-Apochromat objective and an incubation chamber
with environmental control (37°C, 5% CO2, and humidity device
S1). EGFP and mCherry were excited using the Colibri 7 LED-
module 475 (filter set 90 HE LED) and 567 (filter set 91 HE LED),
respectively, and brightfield was acquired using the TL LED
module. Images were acquired every 3 min for 15–17 h using a
Hamamatsu ORCA-flash 4.0 camera.

Image analysis and statistics
Images were analyzed using ImageJ essentially as described
(Liesche et al., 2018). In short, by quantifying the spatial redis-
tribution of the fluorescence signal from the cytoplasm to the
nucleus, reporter cleavage can be calculated. Image analysis was
done by generation of an image stack from time series data,
background subtraction and measurement of the mean fluo-
rescence signal in a region of interest representing the cell nu-
cleus. To estimate the extent of substrate cleavage, this nuclear
fluorescence signal intensity (I) is normalized to the cytosolic
one. This normalization was performed for each time point (t),
which has the advantage of correcting for potential photo-
bleaching over time:

Inormalized
nucleus (t) � Inucleus(t)

Icytosol(t)
.

For microchip experiments, normalization was performed using
the cytosolic signal of the target cell at a single time point before
NK cell attachment. This was done as photobleaching was minor
and its effect on the measurements was negligible.

Cell death of HeLa target cells could be determined by the
change of the cell’s morphology. While cell rounding was often
observed, we also found cells showing shrinkage without typical
apoptotic blebbing. Changes in target cell morphology were
detected by monitoring target cells by time-lapse microscopy in
the fluorescence and transmission light channels.

ANOVA analysis and unpaired, two-tailed t tests were per-
formed using GraphPad Prism software. When variances be-
tween groups differed significantly, the test was applied with
Welch’s correction. Data groups were considered not signifi-
cantly different when P > 0.05. Otherwise they were considered
significantly different with ****, P ≤ 0.0001; ***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤
0.01; or *, P ≤ 0.05.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 displays a difference in the killing pathway and the
death phenotype of serial-killing NK cells versus nonserial-
killing NK cells. Fig. S2 depicts the killing activity of NK cells
treated with CMA, which depletes mature perforin and

thereby blocks GrzB-mediated killing events. These NK cells
only kill once via Casp8 activity. Fig. S3 shows the surface
staining of CD95, TRAIL-R1, and TRAIL-R2 in HeLa target cells
with and without CRISPR/Cas9-mediated deletion of CD95.
Video 1 shows an example of the detection of GrzB and Casp8
activity during NK cell–mediated killing of a HeLa-CD48
target stably expressing NES-ELQTD-GFP-T2A-NES-VGPD-
mCherry. The red fluorescence in the nucleus indicates that
the target cell dies via GrzB activity. Video 2 shows an
example of a 17-h time-lapse video using a 350-µm-wide mi-
crowell containing HeLa-CD48/NES-ELQTD-GFP-T2A-NES-
VGPD-mCherry cells and four NK cells (not fluorescent). NK
cells tracks are marked by different colors, and killing events
are indicated by red crosses. Video 3 shows five consecutive
killing events caused by a serial killer NK cell as shown in
Fig. 3 A.
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